**Radio Controls – User Interface**

**Radio Icons**
- **Antenna Icon**: Indicates data registration.
- **Volume bars**: Indicate relative volume level.
- **RSSI bars**: Appear to the right of the Antenna icon.

**Keypad Lock/Unlock**
1. Press the **MENU** button.
2. While the **MENU** button is pressed, within one second press the **OPTION** button.
3. A brief message will be displayed on the 2nd line of the display (Kyoc Lcd, Kyoc Unlck).
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**OpenSky® XG-75M/M7300 Mobile Radios**

*Figure 1: System Model Control Head* (not shown) does not have a DTMF keypad.
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Check or Change the Active Profile

The radio can choose to listen to sixteen (16) standard profiles within its personality, one of which is always set as the currently active profile. Each profile can contain up to sixteen (16) talk groups.

If the dwell display is set to "profile," the currently active profile name appears in the bottom line of the display. Otherwise, to determine which profile is currently active, use the menu buttons to access the Profile Menu. The active profile name will appear in the top line of the display. To switch to/activate a different profile:

1. Use \( \text{Scroll} \) to choose the desired profile stored in the radio.
2. Press \( \text{Select} \) to select the desired profile stored in the radio.

Adjust Side Tone Audio Level

1. To listen to the channel menu until "SideMenu" appears.
2. To change to the desired level (Off, Low, Medium, High). If the side tone completely off, use the "Off" setting.

Clear an Emergency

Check with the system administrator to ensure that the radio is programmed to allow an emergency to be cleared. 1. Press and hold the CLR/CLEAR button and simultaneously press the emergency button.
2. Release both buttons after the cleared emergency tone sounds.

Refer to the Operator's Manual (MM-014716-001), available online at www.pavrr.com, for more detailed operating instructions.

Check or Change the Selected Talk Group (Cont.)

Clear an Emergency

Second Method:

From the dwell display, use \( \text{Scroll} \) to scroll through the available list of talk groups in the active profile.

Third Method:

If the call is cleared by the network, wait for the grant tone to sound before speaking.

3. Release the PTT button when finished speaking.
3. Select the talk group for which you wish to change the operating mode.
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